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Abstract
Based on the basic and essential features of the elastic-plastic response of the AS4/PEEK
thermoplastic composite subjected to off-axis cyclic loadings, a simple rate-independent
constitutive model is proposed to describe the orthotropic material behavior for cyclic loadings.
A one-parameter memory ,_urface is introduced to distinguish the "virgin" deformation and the
subsequent deformation process and to characterize the loading range effect. Cyclic softening is
characterized by the change of generalized plastic modulus. By the vanishing yield surface
assumption, a yield criterion is not needed and it is not necessary to consider loading and
unloading separately. The model is compared with experimental results and good agreement is .
obtained.
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1. Introduction
AS4/PEEK thermoplastic composite contains AS4 graphite fibers and thermoplastic matrix
PEEK (polyether ether ketone). Compared with other types of thermoplastic matrix, PEEK has
higher ductility, higher operating temperature and is unaffected by solvents. Due to the higher
ductility of the matrix, AS4/PEEK exhibits pronounced plasticity even at low stress levels.
Therefore, it is important to describe the plastic behavior of the composite. The study of cyclic
plasticity of the composite material is further motivated by applications in engineering structures
subjected to cyclic loads, or to cycles of temperature, which result in cyclic inelastic responses
and fatigue failure.
Isotropic hardening, which assumes that a yield surface expands isotropically during plastic
flow, gives good results for simple loading but contradicts the Bauschinger effect. Kinematic
hardening, one of most important concepts to account for loading history associated with change
of loading direction, was introduced by Ishlinskii [1] and Prager [2], and was improved by
Zieglar [3]. According to :he kinematic hardening rule, the yield surface does not change its
initial form and orientation but translates in the stress space like a rigid body. A more complex
work-hardening model inwxiucing deformation and rotation of yield surface was introduced by
Baltov and Sawczuk [4]. Phillips et al [5,6] proposed a model introducing the anisotropic
hardening and cross-hardening effects of the yield surface.
In the above models, ee_phasis was placed on how to describe the change of the yield surface
during plastic deformation little has been done as to how the work hardening plastic modulus
changes, which is essential to complex loading histories, such as cyclic loading history. To
describe the change of _he work hardening plastic modulus, Eisenberg and Phillips [7]
generalized the bilinear approximation model proposed by Prager [8] to include nonlinear
hardening materials. They used accumulated plastic deformation in uniaxial reverse loading to
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obtain a descriptionof the material,which predictsthe samevalue of plastic modulusat the
terminationof plasticloadingasthatat thebeginningof thereversedplasticloading. In orderto
describethe transientstress-strainbehavior,which is usually characterizedby cyclic hardening
or softening,Eisenbergand Yen [9] demonstratedthat theRamberg-Osgoodparameters(k, n)
may beconsideredto becycle-dependent.DafaliasandPopov[10] and Krieg [11] introduced
theconceptof a boundingsurfacein thestressspacewhichalwaysenclosestheloadingsurface.
A parameterdefinedby the relative positionof the loadingand the boundingsurfaceand the
plasticwork doneduring themostrecentloadingdeterminesthevalueof theplasticmodulus.
In a different approach,Mroz [12] introducedthe conceptof a "field of work hardening
moduli". This field is definedby a configurationof surfacesof constantwork hardeningmoduli
in thestressspace.A stablecyclic stress-straincurvefor Masingtypematerial is determinedby
calculation of the translationof surfaces. Hardeningor softening behavior is achievedby
permitting one or more ne_tedsurfaceto expandor contract.He also proposeda new rule of
kinematic hardeningwhicl'_is different from thoseof Pragerand Ziegler. In the multi-surface
approach,more modelsusing two or more surfaceshave beenproposedby McDowell [13],
TsengandLee [14], Hashiguchi[15].
A few attemptshavebeenmadefor thedeterminationof inelastic-behaviorof metal-matrix
composite for cyclic loading. Dvorak and Bahei-E1-Din[16] proposeda micromechanical
model in which the elastic-plasticbehaviorof compositeis describedin termsof theconstituent
properties,their volume fr_ctions,andmaterialconstraintsbetweenthephases.Thematrix was
assumedto be the Mises-typeandto obeythePrager-Zieglerkinematichardeningrule. Dvorak
and Bahei-El-Din [17] alsoproposeda bimodalplasticitytheoryof fibrouscompositematerials.
According to this theory, the overall yield surfaceof compositeis determinedby two distinct
modes: thematrix-dominaTedmodeandfiber-dominatedmode.
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Aboudi [18] derived an effective constitutiveequationbasedon a high order continuum
theory with microstructure for the modeling of visco-plastic composite. The theory is
independentof yield criterion, loadingandunloadingconditions.Theconstitutiverelationsfor a
single phaseconstituent are basedon a generalizationof Prandtl-Reussflow rule. In the
evolutionequationfor the inelasticstatevariablesthatcontrolplasticflow, it is assumedthatpart
of therate of changeis isotropicandremainingpartvariesaccordingto thesignandorientation
of thecurrent rateof deformationvector. This leadsto a minimumof twelve componentsof the
internal statetensorwhichrepresentsresistanceto inelasticdeformation.
As notedby Bahei-E1-Din& Dvorak [19] andJohnson[20], The difficulties encounteredin
formulatingmicromechanicalmodelslie in thefactsthatthe in-situ constituentmatrix properties
aredifferent from thoseof _hebulk matrix materialandthat 3-Delasticconstantsof thefiberare
difficult to measure.In the abovestudies[16-19],noexperimentalresultsfor cyclic loadingare
availablefor comparisonandverification.
The presentstudyaimedat experimentaldeterminationandtheoreticalmodelingof inelastic
behaviorof AS4/PEEKthermoplasticcompositeundercyclic loading. A seriesof testsof cyclic
loadingon off-axis AS4/PEEK thermoplasticcompositespecimenswere performed. A simple
rate-independentconstitutivemodelwasdeveloped.Somebasicfeaturesin thismodelare:yield
surface is one-parametertype; deformationprocessis decomposedinto virgin deformation,
which correspondsto initial loading and overloading,and non-virgin deformation, which
correspondsto subsequentloadingwithin the previousmaximumstressrangewhich is defined
by a one-parametertype memory surface.Cyclic softening is achieved by the changeof
generalizedplasticmodulu_during plasticdeformation.Forfurther simplification,thevanishing
yield surfaceassumptionwasadopted. Goodagreementbetweenthe experimentalresultsand
modelsimulationswasfound.
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2. Experiment
2.1. Experiment Procedure
The 15 °, 30 °, 45°an_90 ° off-axis coupon specimens were cut from the 10-plied
unidirectional composite panel of which the thickness was 1.27_+0.03 mm. The specimen length
was 228 mm, and the width was 25.4 mm. Flexible end tabs made of Flex Epoxy 103 and fiber-
glass knit were used to red,_ce the end effect due to extension-shear coupling [22].
To prevent the specimen from buckling under compression, an antibuckling apparatus was
designed and used in the cyclic loading tests. The apparatus shown in Fig. 1 was employed for
compression test of off-axi_ specimens in [23]. It has the following properties:
• It allows the specimen to have a long effective specimen length in order to reduce the end
effect due to extension-shear coupling.
• The plane stress state of the specimen should not be affected. For this reason, the lateral
pressure on the specimen is kept low enough just to prevent buckling.
The effective specimen length allowed by the apparatus was 152 mm. The specimen was
supported by four steel guides. The lateral supporting force was exerted using six springs, and
could be adjusted to an appropriate value. In this study, 890 N of supporting force was chosen.
The corresponding normal stress due to the supporting force was about 0.23 MPa. In order to
minimize the surface friction between the specimen and the steel guides, a thin TX-1040 teflon-
coated fabric sheet was pl__t between the specimen and the steel guide. The maximum friction
force between the specimen and the steel guide could be reduced to 195 N. The stress caused by
the friction force was negligible.
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Theuniaxialcyclic loadingtestswereperformedusingtheclosed-loop-servohydraulicMTS
810machineat roomtemperature(75°F). All testswereperformedat a strain-controlledmode
at a constantstrain rate ex = 20 I.te./sec. Longitudinal and transverse strains were measured by
strain gages mounted at the center of the specimen. The measured analog signals were
converted into digital signals which were stored and analyzed by an IBM-AT computer data
acquisition system.
2.2. Experimental Results
The experimentally determined apparent elastic moduli and Poison's ratios of the off-axis
coupon specimens are listed in Table 1. The longitudinal stress-strain curves for the
15 ° , 30 ° , 45 ° and 90 ° off-axis coupon specimens are shown in Fig. 2-5, respectively.
It can be seen that the material is not Masing-type, and is slightly softened during first few
reversals. The stress-strain curves asymptotically approach hysteresis loops. These curves also
show that there is no well defined yield point, and the nonlinearity appears gradually, starting
near the beginning of the in itial curve and of each reversal.
Loading Range Effect: To investigate the effect of loading range (plastic strain range under
strain control or load range under stress control) on the material response during reverse loading
and subsequent loading, three 30 ° off-axis specimens were cyclically loaded at strain ranges
Aex=-0.49/0.49%, -0.69/0.70% and -0.89/0.89% respectively. The longitudinal stress-strain
curves are presented in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the shapes of the stress-strain curves are
dependent on the loading range, i.e., the larger the loading range, the softer the material
behaviors.
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One 30° off-axis specimenwascyclicly loadedat Aex = -0.57/0.60% for four cycles first,
then cyclicly loaded at Aex = -0.79/0.80%. The stress-strain curves are shown in Fig. 7. It can be
seen that additional softening occurs when the loading range increases. For comparison, one 30 °
off-axis specimen was cyc!icly loaded at Aex = -0.79/0.80% for four cycles first, then cyclically
loaded at Aex = -0.57/0.60%. The stress-strain curves are plotted in Fig. 8. It can be seen that
there is no apparent softening when the loading range is decreased.
3. A Plane Stress Constitutive Model for Cyclic Loading
3.1. Model Description
It has been demonstrated that the plastic properties of unidirectional composites such as
boron/aluminum and thermoplastic composites can be well characterized by a one parameter
plastic potential function [21-24]. Following a similar approach, we define the yield surface as
2f(oij - otij) - k2 = 0 (1)
where f(oij - _j) is a plastic potential function defined by
2f(oij - oqj) = (022---0t22) 2 + 2a66(o12-0t12) 2 (2)
in which 1-axis and 2-axis refer to the fiber direction and the transverse direction, respectively,
(c_22, ¢x12) is the center cf the yield surface, and k specifies the size of the surface. In the
o22 and 0"12 subspace, equation (1) represents an ellipse. The selection of this yield surface
implies that plastic deformation in the fiber direction is absent.
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A material is called a virgin material if it has not been loaded or deformedafter it is
manufactured.The deformationduring the initial loadingof a virgin material is calledvirgin
deformation. The deformationcorrespondingto the subsequentloading within the previous
maximum stressrangeis called non-virgindeformation.Oncethe subsequentloading exceeds
the previous maximum stress range (overloading), the deformation is also called virgin
deformation.
Themaximumstressrangeis definedby
2f(o'ij)- q2max= 0 (3)
whereq2maxis the maximumvalueof 2f(oij) = o22+ 2a66022• Henceforth,this surfacewill be
referred to as the memor¢ surfacecorrespondingto loading qmax. In the virgin state, the
memory surfacecoincideswith the yield surfaceinitially. During initial loading, the memory
surfaceexpandsisotropicallyandtheyield surfacetranslates.During unloadingandsubsequent
reloading,the yield surfacewill translatewithin thememorysurface.Onceloadingreachesthe
memory surfaceand exceedsit (overloading),thememory surfacewill expandagainwith the
loading.Therefore,thevirgin deformationcorrespondsto theexpansionof thememorysurface,
and the non-virgin deformation correspondsto the subsequentloading within the memory
surface.
Thecriterion for virgin deformationis givenby
2f(o'ij)-q2max= 0 and _f(oij)
_(Yij d(yij>-0 (4)
The reasonfor distinguishing virgin deformation from non-virgin deformation is that the
hardeningpropertiesare to becharacterizeddifferently with respectto virgin deformationand
non-virgin deformation. 1"his distinction was also found to be necessary in some metals
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[9-11, 13-14, 25]. A schematicrepresentationof the yield surfaceand memory surface is
shownin Fig. 9.
From Mroz's rule of kinematichardening[12], themotionof the yield surfaceis definedin
thedirection from thecurrentloadingpoint sto thestresspoint sA on the memory surface where
the unit outward normal is the same as the unit outward normal to the yield surface at loading
point s. In case the yield surface is similar to the memory surface, the mathematical description
of the kinematic hardening is given by
doqj = doij (5)
which guarantees that the yield surface is tangent to the memory surface at the loading point
when the yield surface app_ach the memory surface. Equation (5) also guarantees that the yield
surface is tangent to the memory surface at loading point during the expansion of the memory
surface.
The total strain increment dEij is decomposed into elastic strain increment de_ and plastic
strain increment de_ as
deij=de_+de E , ij=11,22, 12 (6)
when e12 -- 712 is the engineering shear strain.
By the associated flow rule, the plastic strain increments can be written as
de,_=nijd_ , in=22, 12 (7)
1
where nij is the unit vector normal to the yield surface at loading point, dE = (de_de_) 2
magnitude of the plastic strain
properties.
is the
increment which is to be determined from the hardening
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Considerthe initial loading. Defineaneffectivestressas
= _ (8)
and the corresponding effective plastic strain increment d_ p as
od_ = oijd_:,_ (9)
Then the effective plastic strain increment can be expressed in terms of plastic strain increments
and stress components, i.e..
d_p _ oijdE_ (I0)
Substitution of (7) into (9) yields
d_ - od_ mn = 22, 12 (11)
Homnnmn
where H = d_/d_ is called generalized plastic modulus of the anisotropic material. Substitution
of (11) into (7) yields
nijGd° (12)
de_ = H(Ymnnm n
By expressing unit normal nij explicitly, equation (12) can be further simplified to
dE_2 = 022 3 do
Y_2 [2a66012
(13)
The above equation gives the incremental form of stress and plastic strain relations for initial
loading. It is assumed that these relations are valid for all virgin deformations.
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Now, considerthe reverseloading following initial loading. It is obvious that the above
effective stressis no longer a proper variable to describehardeningproperties. Define an
effectivestressas
= 3f(oij - oij) (14)
s
where ¢ij are the stresses at the starting yield point s of the reverse loading. One may view the
stress-strain curve of the reverse loading as the superposition of the deformation during this
reverse loading to the stress-strain state at the end of initial loading. Therefore, define an
effective plastic strain increment de p, such that
_de--p = (oii-oij)da_ (15)
The effective plastic strain =an be expressed as
(16)
Substitution of (7) into (15) yields
crd_
d_ = • (17)
H(o'mn - o'mn)nmn
_* -.p
where H = d_ /de is the generalized plastic modulus for reverse loading. Substitution of (17)
into (7) yields
nij odo (18)
illde_ = H(Omn - Omnlnmn
which can be expanded explicitly into
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0ldE_2 = (_22..<122 3 d_
,yl_2 [2a66 ((I12---_ r2) J ('_)(_)
(19)
The above equation gives the incremental form of stress and plastic strain relations for
reverse loading. It is assumed that these relations are valid for all non-virgin deformations. In
that case, cij represent the stresses at the starting yield point of the current reversal.
3.2. Cyclic Softening Or Hardening
Usually, cyclic softenir_g or cyclic hardening includes the change of yield surface and the
change of material resistar_ce to plastic deformation during the course of plastic flow. In the
present model, the cyclic :,oftening is achieved by the change of generalized plastic modulus
while keeping the shape and size of the yield surface Unchanged.
From the experimental results, the material response for non-virgin deformation depends on
the loading range and accumulated plastic deformation. Therefore, the generalized plastic
modulus for virgin deformation can be expressed as
H = H(_, qmax, _P) (20)
Taking the generalized pla,,;tic modulus for the first reversal as reference, the generalized plastic
modulus for second and subsequent reversals is assumed to be of the form
H(o, e , qmax) = Hi (5, qmax)[1 - 0_(1 - exp(-
CO
))] (21)
-p
where H1 =Hl(_,qmax) is the generalized plastic modulus for first reversal, E 1 is the
accumulated effective plastic strain at the end of the first reversal, the constant co determines the
softening rate, and the constant ot characterizes the magnitude of softening.
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The generalizedplastic modulus is calibratedby the experimentalstress-straincurve of
unidirectionaloff-axis specimen.For off-axis loading,the effective stresscanbeexpressedin
termsof applieduniaxialstress_x, andtheeffectiveplasticstrainincrementcanbeexpressedin
terms of plastic strain increment dePx.By performing stress transformation and strain
transformation,andfrom (71,(8), (10), (14)and(16),weobtain
for virgin deformation:
(22)
andfor non-virgindeformation:
= h(O)(_x-_)
d_ = dexP/h(O)
(23)
where
1
h(0) = [ (sin40 + 2a66sin20cos20)] 2 (24)
-- -p
The cr vs. e curve can be plotted for initial loading according to (22), which gives the
effective stress-effective plastic strain relation for virgin deformation, this curve should be
independent of off-axis angles. The generalized plastic modulus H for virgin deformation simply
equals to H = d_/de p = H(_).
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The _ vs. (_ - £ ) curvecanbeplottedfor first reversalaccordingto (23), which givesthe
--p*
effective stress -effective plastic strain relation for first reversal. Here e is the accumulated
--9
effective plastic strain E at the starting yield point of first reversal. This curve should be
independent of off-axis angles, but depend on the size of the memory surface qm_ because of
the loading range effect. The generalized plastic modulus Hi simply equals to
H1= = H1(5, q ,x)
3.3. Vanishing Yield Surface Assumption
By examining the stress-strain curve of the AS4/PEEK composite, one can find that there is
no well defined yield point on stress-strain curves. Nonlinearity appears gradually and starts
near the beginning of the initial loading and each reversal. In view of this, it is of practical
interest to assume that the yield surface is vanishingly small. Thus, the yield surface degenerates
into a single point which coincides with the stress state. Then the following equations exist
eqj = _ij (25)
d_j = drij (26)
The vanishing yield surface is the limiting case when k--M) in equation (1). The unit vector
nij can be determined by the unit normal on the memory surface at point sa, see Fig. 9. Although
the yield surface degenerates to a single point, the unit normal to the memory surface is well
defined. Because deqj = dfrij and from Mroz's rule, the point s 's is located as the intersection of
the extension of d_ij with _he memory surface. It is noted that the location of point s'x depends
on the kinematic rule assumed. By using the vanishing yield surface assumption, the yield
criterion is not needed and it is not necessary to consider loading and unloading separately.
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4. Model Verification
The proposed model was applied to simulate the cyclic stress-strain response of the
AS4/PEEK thermoplastic composite at room temperature. The parameters used in the model
simulations are listed in Table 2.
The value of the anisotropy parameter a66 in the plastic potential function was found to be
2.0 for both virgin and nonvirgin deformations. Figure 10 shows the effective stress-effective
plastic strain curves obtained from various off-axis specimens for virgin deformation. It is
evident that with a66 = 2.0 these curves collapse into a master curve which can be fitted into the
--p
power law e = 1.8 x 10-9_ 2"8 (_ in MPa). Depending on the strain range of interest, the value
of a66 can be chosen between 1.5 and 2.0 and still yields reasonably good results [22-23].
Figure 11 shows the effective stress-effective plastic strain curves for the first unloading for
the off-axis specimens w'th the same loading range qmax = 148 MPa. Again, these curves
collapse into a master cur-,e with a66 = 2.0. This master curve can be fitted by the power law
-p* --2.1(_' - e ) = A(_ in which the value of A depends on qmax. Using the data for other loading
ranges, parameter A is found to be close to a linear function of qmax as shown in Fig. 12. Thus,
we have
A = 0... qmax (27)
The simulations of the off-axis cyclic stress-strain curves with the constitutive model thus
established are plotted and compared with the experimental results in Fig. 13-18. The agreement
between the experimental results and model simulation is good.
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5. Conclusions
As a first step toward modeling the cyclic plasticity of laminate composites, the present rate-
independent constitutive model is developed for unidirectional composite based on some basic
features of the material behaviors. This model has very few material constants and is very
simple. All constants or parameters can be determined from simple off-axis cyclic loading tests.
The simplicity of this testing procedure makes it attractive for developing similar constitutive
models for composites in higher temperature environments.
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Table 1. Apparent elastic moduli and Poisson's ratios
of different off-axis specimens at room temperatures.
Angle(Degr,,_e) 0 ° 15 ° 30 ° 45 ° 90 °
130.8 62.6 25.1 16.9 11.2(OPal
/Jxy 0.33 0.37 0.36 0.25 0.012
Table 2. Summary of parameters in the model.
Anisotropy parameter: a6e = 2.0
_..p _p _2.8
vs. e curve for virgin deformation: ¢ = 1.8xl0-gcr
__p_
vs. _ -- e ) curve for first reversal:
Cyclic softening parameters:
--P* = A_-21)
A = (0.0795 qmax -- 7"37) x10-8
c_ =0.32, w=0.01
Units: c_ and qmax in MPa.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of anti-buckling apparatus (unit: re.m).
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Fig. 2. Stress-strain curve for 15 ° off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite at
75°F for first 7 reversals.
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Fig. 3. Stress-straiit curve for 30 ° off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite at
75°F for firs_ 8 reversals.
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Fig. 4. Stress-strain curve for 45 ° off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite at
75°F for first 6 reversals.
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Fig. 5. Stress-strain curve for 90 ° off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite at
75°F for first 8 reversals.
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Fig. 6. Stress-strain curves for 30 ° off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite at
75°F.
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Fig. 7. Stress-strain curve for 30 ° off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite with
increasing ,';train range at, 75°F.
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Fig. 8. Stress-strain curve for 30 ° off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite with
decreasing strain range at 75°F.
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Schematic representation of the yield surface and the memory surface. (a).
for virgin deformation process• (b). for non-virgin deformation process.
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Fig. 12. Effect of Loading range on hardening property.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of experimental result with model simulation of stress-strain
curve for 15 ° off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite at 75 ° F.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of experimental result with model simulation of stress-strain
curve for 30 ° off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite at 75 F.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of experimental result with model simulation of stress-strain
curve for 45 _ off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite at 75 F.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of experimental result with model simulation of stress-strain
curve for 90 ° off-axis specimen of AS4/APC-2 composite at 75 ° F.
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Fig. 17. Model simulation of stress-strain curve for 30 ° off-axis specimen of
AS4/APC-2 composite with increasing strain range at 75 ° F.
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Fig. 18. Model simulation of stress-strain curve for 30 ° off-axis specimen of
AS4/APC-2 composite with decreasing strain range at 75 ° F.
